4. Be re-paid for your hard work:

SELL your business!
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These days, it’s rare for a business owner to achieve the
full potential value at the time of sale. Regardless of when
you decide to sell your business, you need a strategy that
addresses these important timing issues:

1

Plan your exit timing

3

Ask questions

If retirement is your transition strategy, plan to sell well in

These frequently asked questions need to be considered

advance of your retirement age. There’s no doubt that buyers will

before you decide to sell: How do I sell the business? How

sense your need to retire and may negotiate a lower sales price.

much do I sell for? What information do I prepare? How do

2

Watch the economy

I keep the sale confidential? What do I tell my customers?
How do I stop my employees from finding out?

Selling in a growing economy brings a higher price than selling
in a recession. The current economic slowdown is a great time
to dig deep and prep your business to achieve maximum value
when the economy turns around.

4

Don’t leave it too late

Burnout, boredom or whether you are just ready to throw
in the towel may begin to show up in your financials. Any
decline in your profits can, and will lower the value of your

TIP:

business.

Keeping these four timing issues in your mind, picture
an Olympic athlete who has worked hard for years with
the vision of a gold medal. Along with their coach, they
have tracked and measured their performance, improved
processes, and made a significant investment of time,
energy and money to ensure they are in peak condition.
Sure, they get satisfaction and reward along the way, but at
the end of the day it is all about winning that Gold medal.
Timing is everything. So, after years and years of hard work
it all comes down to a single event - a ten-second sprint.
For a business owner, after years of working and building
a business, this sprint is like the short period of time when

When you are ready to sell your
business, the last of our 4 page
lift out series will help you with
the process of being rewarded
for all the blood, sweat and tears
that you’ve put in over the years.

you sell. You must be ready.
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you are ready to sell...

The Sales Process
Selling your business will be one of the most important deals

done the hard work beforehand, in business as in sport, you

of your lives. It could monetize and liberate the value you have

have little hope of the big win.

placed in the business you have built. It doesn’t matter what
the preparation level has been, if you ‘screw up’ the sale, all
that hard work has gone to waste. Of course, if you haven’t

From our years of first hand experience as business brokers,
we’ve put together this lift out to help you understand the
process of selling your business.

Step 1: Marketing
Marketing the business for sale
There are many critical things to be

I guarantee you that buyers will

done during this initial stage. It’s

not buy an overpriced business.

essential to determine what value

Therefore, the real task is to

the market will put on the business

determine the true market value and

– not what you think it’s worth. We

do everything possible to present the

all know you need a willing buyer

business in a way that supports that

and a willing seller to sell a business.

value.

Taxation matters
There is a widely unpopular three letter word that becomes

the structuring and determination should have occurred in

very important in the next stage –TAX. As a seller, you

the lead up work to this stage by your accountant so you can

should be interested in the after tax money, which means

approach this initial process in good shape. The key point

that the involvement of accountants and lawyers to

is to determine that what works for you regarding tax, may

structure the sales transaction in the most tax effective

not be so good for the buyer – which is why your accountant

manner is vital. There are two ways of selling your business;

need to be involved in the sale process.

1. Going concern or 2. Subject to GST. Of course, much of

Business Broker
Even though you may be considering

manage the advertising and negotiate the

selling the business yourself, the option

sale on your behalf. Selling your business

of employing a licensed business broker

can often be an emotionally and time

to coordinate the sale is advisable. A

consuming task, so selecting a business

licensed business broker is a person who

broker that fits with your existing advisory

will deal directly with potential buyers,

team is a key decision.

Business Information
The next step is to prepare a document that provides comprehensive information
on the business to a prospective buyer. This is often called a Sales Memorandum,
Information Memorandum or what we refer to as a Sales Profile. This is a critical
document. Whilst it must present the business in the best possible light, if it
contains errors or is misleading, the ramifications are significant. Your Business
Broker will take care of the preparation this document.
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Marketing Plan
The final step in the marketing phase

interested purchaser/s. An exceptional

is to develop a marketing plan which

business broker would have a well-

covers how you will inform the potential

established database of buyers that

buyers that your business is for sale.

they can immediately blast, as well as

Similar to selling a house, an effective

offering heavily reduced advertising

marketing strategy can increase the

rates on the most popular on and

likelihood of attracting genuinely

offline media.
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Step 2: Negotiating T he Sale
The Buying contest
Ok. So, this is where the fun really begins. You or your

you play hard ball? What areas are you willing to negotiate

business broker will start to receive expressions of interest

on and how far will you go? If you are selling the business,

from prospective buyers and hopefully launch into the

this definitely must be sorted out before you start talking to

negotiations. Without a doubt, a buyer will react to every

buyers. Your business broker would be highly experienced

piece of information they are handed, from how attractive

and will not compromise too far and it’s for this reason that

the Sales Profile is presented, to the professionalism (or

they find out as much about the purchaser as possible.

lack of) and credibility of who is representing the sale. If
you’re handling the sale yourself, then negotiations may
cause some difficulties. A common source of contention
is the price of the business and determining exactly what
is included in the sale. In most cases, there will be an
element of compromise. Will you be conciliatory or will

Contests, like auctions, are great for vendors, but they
add a level of complexity and work load to the transaction
process. Don’t drag out negotiations. The longer it takes to
agree, the more opportunity there is for the buyer to change
their mind.

Due Diligence
Due diligence is where the buyer investigates the actual

the buyer may well come back after the sale and demand

business reports, assets, properties, liabilities and so on to

compensation for all or part of the purchase. Great care

ensure that they are consistent with the Sales Profile and

needs to be taken in providing buyers with legitimate

any other information that has been provided to the buyer.

information – this needs to be a controlled and well

People want to buy profit. This raises a very important

managed process.

point, and it is another good reason to have professionals
involved to help you. If information is not accurate, then

Offer
Once due diligence has reached a point, and the buyer is satisfied
with the information provided an offer is usually submitted. If you
are not happy with the buyers’ offer, you can submit a counter
offer, and the process continues until a deal
(or no deal) is agreed upon. Good negotiation
advice is to always remain polite, professional
and business focused and keep the
negotiations moving at a pace that suits you.
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Contract
There are several key things that happen between signing a

approval of factors such as finance and transfer of lease

contract and banking your money. The buyer will complete

are finalized. Settlement is generally within 30 days of both

the due diligence process and possibly try to re-negotiate

parties signing the contract.

the terms of contract on the basis of some findings. These
changes could be legitimate or they could simply be part of
the buyers negotiating tactics and gamesmanship.

A great deal of value in executing a contract can be added or
eroded, therefore great care and a good commercial solicitor
is necessary. As a seller, your business broker and lawyer

Once a sale price and terms have been agreed upon by both

are there to protect you and will take a very conservative

parties, a Business Sale Contract is prepared and signed.

view in the negotiation and execution of

Legal representation at this stage is highly recommended

the contract. Always ask your solicitor

prior to signing a contract. A deposit is usually paid to

what the implications, probability and

a third party professional such as a licensed business

consequences of each clause means

broker or solicitor which is held in trust until the contract

and try not to become too dogmatic

completion. A contract needs to be unconditional on

during the contract stage.

Step 3: Planning For Tomorrow
Once the business sale contract has settled, you’ve handed

Often finding the right advisors is a

over the keys to the creation that you have built, nurtured

challenge. Who do you trust with your

and lived day and night for and the money is in the bank,

hard-earned money? Remember, just as your business

a new day dawns. You are free, liberated, personally and

benefited from having a vision, goals and some structures to

financially to create and enjoy a new future. But what does

achieve them, life after business will be a another winner if

this mean for you?

you give it the same level of commitment.

Never underestimate the emotional transformation that

There are plenty of local consultants such as Bizrich,

leaving your business will evoke. Ensure that you take

the North Queensland Small Business Centre and the

advantage of the professionals right here locally that can

Queensland Government that can offer help you find the

assist you with investing and planning for your future.

right advisors to help you plan for tomorrow.

Selling your own business?
Did you know that BIZRICH offers a full broking service, as well as offering a “sell your own business” option as a
cheaper alternative to those business owners who want to manage the sale themselves.

You can’t sell a secret!
Take advantage of mass advertising and pay one low fee of $55.00 per week which includes:
•D
 aily advertising on Austraila’s most popular business sales websites, including our NEW website www.bizrich.com.au
• Weekly advertising in the Townsville Bulletin
• Quarterly advertising in Zoom in Business magazine
• The option to renew monthly or quarterly
•Y
 our advertisement can be changed upon request in writing at no extra cost
• All enquiries will be sent to you for action
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This content has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For this reason, any individual should, before acting, consider the
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appropriateness
of the information, having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial situation and needs and, if necessary, seek appropriate professional advice.

